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I. Start of combat round – All characters roll 1d10 and add that to their Base Action 
Points (BAP). Add or subtract the modifier for armor from Table 7.1 on page 1-81. 
Totaling these three factors will give you the character’s Action Pool for the combat 
round. 

II. Each combat round is made up of action phases whereby characters declare and 
resolve actions. Essentially one action can be made by a character per action phase. 
An action can be thought of as:  

a. Movement and non-combat actions totaling no more than 10 action points 
or 

b. A combination of movement or non-combat actions with combat actions 
totaling no more than 10 action points or 

c. A single combat action totaling no more than 12 action points. 
III. The order of combat goes from highest number of unspent action points to the 

lowest number of unspent action points. During an action phase the character may:  
a. Take no action and hold all action points until the next action phase 
b. Use some of the action points available, but less than a full action, as 

defined above in section II, and hold the remainder of the action points 
until the next action phase. 

c. Use all action points available during that action phase. 
d. Start actions that cost more than is allowable in a single action, as defined 

above in section II, and finish the action in the next action phase. 
IV. If a player decides to attack another person, then the following courses of action are 

possible:  
a. The person being attacked is unable to defend themselves. In this case, 

then the attacker makes a skill roll against his TSC% in the weapon being 
wielded to determine success or failure. Apply any situational modifiers to 
the roll. (i.e. Attacker is on horse and opponent on foot, opponent has their 
back turned to the attacker, etc.) If the attack is successful, then determine 
the amount of damage done to the targeted person. If the attack roll is a 
failure, then go to the next person’s turn. 

b. The person being attacked decides to use passive defense to avert the 
attack. Passive defenses are unresisted and therefore only rely on the 
defenders skill for success or failure. Note that passive defenses do not 
cost action points or fatigue points. There are two types of passive defense 
possible:  

i. Shield Play – The defender makes a roll against his TSC% in 
Shield Play. If the roll is successful, then the attacker will suffer a 
negative modifier to the attack roll equal to ½ of the defender’s 
PSF% in Shield Play. If the roll is a failure, then the attacker 
makes a normal attack roll as in IV. a. 

ii. Weapon Parry – The defender makes a roll against his TSC% in 
the weapon wielded. If the roll is successful, then the attacker will 
suffer a negative modifier to the attack roll equal to ½ of the 
defender’s PSF% in the weapon skill. If the roll is a failure, then 
the attacker makes a normal attack roll as in IV. a. 



c. The person being attacked decides to use an active defense to avert the 
attack. Active defenses cost Fatigue Points, but do not cost AP’s. (FP costs 
are listed in Table 7.3 on page 1-82. Per official errata, the table should 
have included a footnote stating defenses are FP’s and not AP’s.) Active 
defenses are considered resisted skills and are negatively modified by the 
attacker’s PSF%. 

i. Shield Block – The defender makes a roll against his TSC% in 
Shield Play. This target number is modified positively by Table 
7.29 on page 1-94 and negatively by the attacker’s PSF% in the 
weapon used. If the active shield block is a failure, then the shield 
will block any successful attack up to its absorption rating. If the 
damage exceeds that, then the armor may absorb the excess 
damage. Additionally, for every blow that penetrates a shield’s 
absorption rating, there is a 10% cumulative chance that the shield 
will be shattered. If the defense roll is successful, then the defender 
compares his success to the result of the attacker’s roll. 

1. Active defense was a normal success and the attack roll 
was a failure. The defender is unharmed and gains a 
Combat Advantage. 

2. Active defense was a normal success and the attack roll 
was a normal success. The defender blocks the attack 
completely and is unharmed. 

3. Active defense was a normal success and the attack roll 
was a critical success. The defender suffers damage as 
though a normal attack had succeeded and the defensive 
roll had failed. (See IV. c. i. above.) 

ii. Weapon Parry – The defender makes a roll against his TSC% in 
the appropriate weapon skill. This target number is modified 
negatively by the attacker’s PSF% in the weapon used. If the roll is 
a failure, then the attacker makes a normal attack roll as in IV. a. If 
the weapon parry was successful, then the results depend on the 
difference in weights between the attacking weapon and the 
defending weapon. 

1. Defensive weapon and the attacking weapon are the same 
weight. The defender parries the attack completely and is 
unharmed. 

2. Defensive weapon is one size smaller than the attacking 
weapon. The defender partially parries the attack and only 
the base damage of the attacking weapon is used to 
determine damage. 

3. Defensive weapon is two sizes smaller than the attacking 
weapon. The defender partially parries the attack, but the 
base damage and the critical die damage roll slips past and 
is used to determine the damage. 

4. Defensive weapon is three sizes smaller than the attacking 
weapon. Defensive weapon is only able to parry a weapon 



three sizes bigger if the defensive roll was a critical success. 
Otherwise, a parry is ineffective against the attacking 
weapon. If the defense roll is a critical success, then the 
entire attack is blocked and the defender is unharmed. 

iii. Dodge – The defender makes a roll against his TSC% in his Dodge 
skill. This target number is modified negatively by the attacker’s 
PSF% in the weapon used. Additionally, if the defender is wearing 
armor, then the TSC% is negatively modified by 10% if wearing 
medium armor and 20% if wearing heavy armor. If the roll is a 
failure, then the attacker makes a normal attack roll as in IV. a. If 
the roll is successful, then the defender avoids the attack 
completely and gains a Combat Advantage. 

V. Determine damage. If an attack does damage, then the damage delivered from the 
blow is calculated as Attacker’s Damage – Defender’s Damage Adjustment = 
Damage Delivered to the Defender. Normal successful attacks reduce a character’s 
Fatigue Point total first and then when that reaches zero, the attacks begin reducing 
the character’s Body Points. A critical success on the attack with an adjusted critical 
value of 10 or higher does Body Point damage. For additional effects from a critical 
success, see V. d. below. A character falls unconscious when his Body Points reach 
zero. A character dies when his Body Points reach a negative value equal to the 
character’s Constitution value. 

a. Attacker’s Damage  
i. Base Damage (see weapon tables) plus 

ii. Strength Bonus (STR/4 for Light Weapons; STR/2 for all other) 
plus 

iii. Attacker’s Bonus (see skill level Table 7.15 on page 1-88) plus 
iv. Crit Die Damage (per adjusted roll) 

b. Defender’s Damage Adjustment 
i. Shield (Table 7.29 on page 1-94 lists absorption values) 

1. Passive Defense – Subtract only if defense roll was 
successful. 

2. Active Defense – Subtract whether successful or not. 
ii. Parry – Damage is adjusted per above. (See IV. c. ii. 1.-4.) 

iii. Armor – Subtract regardless of defense. (Table 7.23 on page 1-92 
lists absorption values) 

c. Damage delivered to the defender. This is the sum of V. a. and V. b. as 
calculated above. 

d. On a critical success, the following occurs in addition to the damage 
calculated above: the attacker is allowed to roll an additional d10 worth of 
damage that bypasses all defenses and protective gear. This bonus d10 is 
treated as an open ended exploding die. That is, if the character rolls a 10 
on this roll, then another roll is made and added to the damage. As long as 
the player continues to roll a 10, another roll is added until finally a value 
less than 10 is rolled. After damage is determined for a critical success, the 
attacker then rolls a hit location for the critical hit by rolling a d100 and 
consulting Table 7.16 on page 1-88. Consult Table 7.17 on page 1-89 for 



the extra results on top of the damage of the critical hit. The defender’s 
armor is considered to have failed at the location where the critical landed 
and will reduce the armor rating by 2 points until fixed by an armorer. 
(See 1-92 regarding armor failure and restoration.) 

VI. Combat Advantages – Combat Advantages are gained when the defender 
successfully performs an action against the attacker which would result in a sudden 
change of opportunity. A Combat Advantage costs Fatigue Points to perform and is 
purely optional to perform. A Combat Advantage can only be gained when the 
defender’s level of success exceeds the attacker’s level of success. (i.e. normal 
success vs. failure or critical failure, critical success vs. any result other than a 
critical success) When a Combat Advantage is gained, one of the following courses 
of action may be taken depending on the circumstances. 

a. Shield Bash – If the defender made a successful shield block, then the 
defender may roll against his TSC% in Shield Play to deliver a blow. If 
the defender had a critical success on the defense, then add a bonus 10% 
to this target number. 

b. Weapon Disarm – If the defender made a successful weapon parry, then 
the defender may elect to attempt a disarm maneuver. That attacker must 
make a STR check with a penalty equal to the defender’s PSF% in the 
appropriate weapon in order to keep from being disarmed. 

c. Bonus Attack from a Parry (a.k.a. riposte) – If the defender made a 
successful weapon parry, then the defender is allowed to make an attack 
roll against his TSC% in the appropriate weapon. If the parry roll was a 
critical success, then the roll is made with a bonus of 10% to the target 
number. 

d. Bonus Attack from a Dodge – If the Dodge roll was a success, then the 
defender is allowed to make an attack roll against his TSC% in the 
appropriate weapon. If the Dodge roll was a critical success, then the roll 
is made with a bonus of 10% to the target number. 

VII. Critical Success and Failure – When criticals are rolled, the results vary upon the 
action being performed. 

a. Attacker 
i. Critical Success – See section V for results. 

ii. Critical Failure – Attacker must make an Agility roll in order to 
keep from dropping the weapon. Additionally, if the defender 
rolled a normal success or critical success, then the defender gains 
a Combat Advantage allowing a bonus attack. 

b. Defender 
i. Critical Success 

1. Passive Defense – Defense is upgraded to a normal active 
defense success at no fatigue point or action point cost. See 
section IV. c. for results. Note that no Combat Advantage 
can be gained from this upgrade. 

2. Active Defense – Unless the attack roll was a critical 
success, then the defender gains a Combat Advantage. See 
section VI. 



ii. Critical Failure 
1. Passive Defense – Attacker gains a bonus to his TSC% of 

10% for the attack. 
2. Active Defense 

a. Shield – Defender must make an Agility roll in 
order to keep from dropping his shield. 

b. Weapon – Defender must make an Agility roll in 
order to keep from dropping his weapon. 

c. Dodge – Defender must make an Agility roll in 
order to keep from falling to kneeling position. 
When a defender is on his knees, the attacker gains 
a bonus of 10% to his TSC%. (See page 1-83.) In 
order for a character in a kneeling position to rise to 
a standing position, the character must spend 4 
Action Points. (See Table 7.2 on page 1-81.) Note 
that a character cannot stand up until it is his turn to 
act in the action phase. 

VIII. Begin process over. 




